Spectral phase codes are used as storage addresses in a frequency-selective optical memory. Data are engraved over a 1.5-THz-wide spectral interval. With the help of a ferroelectric liquid-crystal modulator it takes less than 100 ms to retrieve any spectrally addressed data. © 1996 Optical Society of America
The persistent spectral hole-burning property is known to add a fourth dimension to the optical data storage volume. One could take full advantage of this large memory capacity and of its optically inherent parallelism in an application such as image storage. Two main classes of persistent spectral hole-burning materials have been investigated. In rare-earth ion-doped crystals, data are stacked within a typically 1-GHz-wide absorption band. With a homogeneous width n h in the megahertz range or smaller, these crystals can accommodate more than 1000 spectral addresses within their absorption bands. In dye-molecule-doped amorphous polymers, the absorption bandwidth grows to several terahertz, and the homogeneous width, which determines the spectral extension of elementary stored information, reaches several gigahertz. A few years ago the storage of 2000 images within the absorption band of a chlorin-doped polyvinylbutyral sample was demonstrated. 1 However, the readout rate was dramatically limited by the frequency scan speed of the laser, which had to be tuned over the 1.5-THz-wide spectral domain occupied by the images. Much faster sequential readout of stored images was achieved recently in crystals, for which the absorption bandwidth is smaller. 2 However, the wavelength sweeping rate has not yet been large enough to permit the rapid long-distance spectral jumps that are required for fast random access. In addition, one has to keep in mind the problem of working at the helium temperature. Practical applications probably cannot tolerate this temperature constraint. It is expected that any material working at a higher temperature will exhibit a large homogeneous width and that a larger memory capacity will be kept only at the expense of a larger absorption bandwidth. 3 This should stimulate efforts to develop fast readout techniques in materials in which the inhomogeneous absorption bandwidth n i exceeds 1 THz.
We report the experimental demonstration of the addressing procedure that we proposed in a previous theoretical work. 4 It is reminiscent of a recently investigated technique for angular multiplexing in space-domain holography. 5, 6 This method should give random access to stored images at video rates in persistent spectral hole-burning materials with an absorption bandwidth of several terahertz. It is derived from the three-pulse photon echo process and can be regarded as a time-and-space holography technique. The memory element is illuminated by the combination of the reference and the object pulses, which propagate along the wave vectors k 1 and k 2 , respectively (see Fig. 1 ), and which are separated in time by the delay t. The interference pattern engraved at position r in the material can be expressed as the product E ‫ء‬ 1 ͑n͒E 2 ͑n͒P ͑r͒exp͓i͑k 1 2 k 2 ͒ ? r 2 2ipnt of the corresponding space-and frequency-dependent field amplitudes. The r dependence of the object field E 2 ͑n͒P ͑r͒exp͑2ik 2 ? r͒ conveys the two-dimensional spatial image to be stored, and its spectral prof ile E 2 ͑n͒ is assumed to be a slowly varying function of the frequency n over the absorption bandwidth. In other words, the duration of the object field is supposed to be smaller than n 21 i (that is, ,200 fs in an amorphous material). Conversely, the reference field is a spatial plane wave, and the characteristic scale of variation of its prof ile E 1 ͑n͒ is as small as n h . Indeed, the n-dependent shape E 1 ͑n͒ encodes the address of the recorded image. A specif ic address code corresponds to each stored image. At readout, a probe field E 3 ͑t 2 t 3 ͒exp͑2ik 1 ? r͒ reaches the memory element at time t 3 and is diffracted by the engraved hologram. Provided that t is large enough to prevent temporal overlap between the object and the reference pulses, the temporal prof ile of the radiated signal reads as
where the slow n variation of E 2 ͑n͒ is ignored and E 3 ͑n͒ stands for the time-to-frequency Fourier transform ofẼ 3 ͑t͒. At time t t 3 1 t, Eq. (1) reveals the inner product R dnE ‫ء‬ 1 ͑n͒E 3 ͑n͒ of the reference and the readout spectral shapes. If E 1 ͑n͒ and E 3 ͑n͒ belong to the same set of orthogonal functions, the stored image is retrieved if and only if the readout code E 3 ͑n͒ coincides with the memory address code E 1 ͑n͒. More generally, when several images are stacked into the memory, the spectral shape E 1 ͑n͒ is no longer a single code but a linear combination of the orthogonal address functions. Again, any stored image can be retrieved with the help of its own code.
We follow the spectral encoding procedure developed by Weiner et al. 8 The spectrum of the reference and readout pulses is spectrally shaped by a liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (SLM) that is inserted within a pair of dispersion gratings. The spectrum is divided into N slices that can be selectivity affected by a 0 or a p phase shift. In this way, a set of N orthogonal spectral shapes can be built. Each element of the set is def ined as an array of phase shifts that affect the N spectral slices. The proposed approach is free from the limitations imposed by laser frequency scanning. It takes only 10-100 ms to set the conf iguration of a ferroelectric liquid-crystal modulator, depending on the applied voltage. This is the access time for any stored information.
The cost of this fast retrieval technique is the excellent time resolution that is demanded from the detector. Indeed, Eq. (1) reduces to the inner product between the reference and the readout field spectral shapes during a very short time, of the order of n 21 i . Only an ultrafast optical gate is able to pickup the signal. An interference cross-correlator device 9 is well suited to achieving the needed optical gating with high repetition rate (see Fig. 1 ). One records the crosscorrelation function G͑r, T ͒ of the signal fieldẼ s ͑r, t͒ and of a gating fieldẼ G ͑t͒:
Let the gating field time variation coincide with that of the object field. ThenẼ G ͑t͒ Ẽ 2 ͑t 2 ᠨ t 3 ͒, and the cross-correlation function reads as
The T dependence of G͑r, t͒ coincides with the t dependence of the signal field. At T t the integral over n reduces to the inner product of the reference and the readout spectral shape, giving access to the selective retrieval of the engraved data. It should be stressed that, unlike previous cross-correlation techniques, 10, 11 the present technique is operated at fixed delay. It does not require any mechanical motion of the translation stage. Indeed, the only element that has to be conf igured to permit access to an image is the SLM used to generate the address code. Finally, the duration of the initial pulses has to be considered. In the above discussion, it is admitted that the duration of the stored images is not longer than n 21 i . Production of such short pulses involves sophisticated femtosecond lasers, the use of which does not seem to be pertinent in an experiment in which data are finally retrieved at video rates. Indeed, the quantity that has to be smaller than n 21 i is not the pulse length but the coherence time of the light. Broadbandwidth light sources can deliver pulses that satisfy this condition.
We are currently experimenting with the storage of one-point images with the help of the spectral phaseencoding technique. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . The light source is a broadband dye laser pumped by the second harmonic of a YAG laser. It delivers 7-ns-duration pulses at a 15-Hz repetition rate; the pulse spectrum is centered at 620 nm and spreads over approximately 1.5 THz. The sample is a 1-mm-thick piece of octaehylporphine-doped polystyrene, which is cooled to 1.4 K. The optical density of the sample at the center of the absorption band is approximately 2. The reference pulse, which propagates along k 1 , illuminates the memory element together with the object beam, directed along k 2 . The address is encoded by a spectral phase shaper that is inserted into the path of the reference pulse. The smectic C ‫ء‬ liquid-crystal, 128-pixel, linear-array SLM used in the shaper was built at the Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications-Bretagne. A pair of holographic gratings with 2400 grooves͞mm is used to disperse the reference pulse spectrum on the SLM array and to recombine the spectral components. With a pixel period of 40 mm, the spectral window selected by the SLM spreads over a bandwidth of 2.5 THz. The dead zone between adjacent pixels is approximately 4 mm. Each active spectral pixel is 17.5 GHz wide and can be independently affected by a 0 or a p phase shift. During the recording step, shutters Sh 1 and Sh 2 are open and closed, respectively. The reverse position applies for readout. The typical exposure f luence is 10 mJ cm 22 min 21 . All the beams used in the experiment are provided by a single laser source. The cross correlation between the signal and the gating pulse is derived from the contrast of their interference fringes. The interference pattern is formed on a CCD linear array that exhibits a dynamic range of 256. A fast Fourier transform of the intensity distribution provides us with a fringe contrast that coincides with the cross-correlation function.
The present laser spectrum appears to be too narrow for performing uniform excitation of the sample over the window def ined by the SLM. Hence, a slit is set on the spectral shaper to reduce its aperture by a factor of 2. With the remaining 64 pixels we experimentally test the phase-encoding technique for N 32. The relevant width of each independant spectral slice is thus given by n s 38.5 GHz. The time delay t between the reference and the object pulses is set to 26 ps. The product n s t 1.00 is large enough to eliminate the cross talk that could be caused by the writing pulse overlap. 4 Each address is allocated to a binary 0 or 1. The j-labeled address is def ined by the N-phase-factor array ͕´j ͖. We say that a binary 1 is stored in j when the sample is illuminated by the ͕´j ͖-encoded reference pulse, followed after a delay t by the object pulse. When no hologram is engraved with the ͕´j ͖ code, the binary 0 is said to be stored at address j.
The 32 spectral shapes composed by the SLM belong to a family of Hadamard orthogonal func- tions. 4, 6 Figure 2 presents the results obtained when a single binary 1 is stored. The recording step lasts for 2 min. For the readout step the delay T is set equal to t and the correlation function is recorded while the SLM configuration is scanned through the 32 address codes at the rate of one address every 20 laser shots. The experimental data displayed in Fig. 2 results from the average of the correlation signal amplitude over 20 laser shots at each readout address. A peak is obtained when the readout code coincides with that of the stored binary 1 (address 16 in the figure) . Readout with the 31 other address codes gives rise to a background that def ines the binary 0 level. For storing several data, we use a cyclic procedure. During one cycle, the data are successively addressed to the memory. Each datum is exposed for 2 s per cycle, and the cycle is repeated 28 times. The readout signal after storage of four and six binary 1's is represented in Fig. 3 . The incremental recording procedure yields a good balance between the engraved data. The cross-talk observed in Fig. 2 can be explained by the nonuniformity of the laser spectral distribution, in accordance with Ref. 4 . The cross-talk size is consistent with the measured 1.2 ratio of the laser bandwidth to the width of the engraved spectral hologram. Other features are likely to contribute to the cross talk observed in Fig. 3 . We have noticed that the exposure used to engrave the data is large enough to erase previous recordings. This means that, contrary to the assumption of Ref. 4 , the recording of each datum cannot be regarded as a small perturbation of the active molecule spectral distribution. Besides, because of the large optical density of the sample, the assumption in Ref. 4 of uniform excitation throughout the sample is not valid. It is the low dynamic range of our CCD array detector that forced us to resort to large exposure and large optical density so that we could boost the diffracted signal intensity. Both result in the distortion of the engraved spectral addresses and especially affect the gray-scale spectral shapes that encode the multiplexed addresses of Fig. 3 .
In summary, we have experimentally demonstrated a new method for storing data in frequency-selective materials. It should open the way to the randomaccess retrieval of images at video rate in spectrally selective optical memories, but the cross-talk background must be reduced. *Permanent address, Institute of Physics, Estonian Academy of Sciences, EE2400 Tartu, Estonia.
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